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The present anthology of texts in Latin, drawn from classical antiquity
to the presente, containing seventeen chapters dedicated to diferente
countries of the European Union and the candidate countries, intends
to fulfil the following aims: 1. to consolidate the European heritage
through collective, national and transnational reflection on its past; 2.
to present an image of Europe in its unity and diversity, as envisioned
by a group of classical language teachers from each of the member
countries and from those who are candidates for inclusion; 3. to reflect
upon what the European Union has been, what it is and what it will be,
using as a basis our cultural inheritance as it is written in the Latin
language.
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In contrast to research on elites or “history from below,” this study
offers an approach that can be called “mesohistory” – a collective social
biography of the Balkan merchants. In foregrounding the voices of
traders, this study sheds fresh light on multiethnic networks of social
actors navigating multiple social, political, and economic systems –
supporting and opposing various aspects of nationalist ideologies.
Personal accounts humanize features of these “faceless” socially
mediating groups. Merchants’ generation-specific perspectives on the
economy, society, and state, both in times of war and peace, are
analyzed against the backdrop of Balkan, Ottoman, and European
history. The study captures a dialogue between primary and secondary
sources and the major debates regarding nationalism, modernity, and
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the Ottoman legacy.


